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The meeting was called to order at 3.10 p.m.

AGENDA ITEl'-1 82: IMPORTANCE OF THE UNIVERSAL REALIZATION OF THE RIGHT OF PEOPLES TO
SELF-DETERMINATION AND OF THE SPEEDY GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES
AND PEOPLES FOR THE EFFECTIVE GUARANTEE AND OBSERVAWCE OF HUMAN RIGHTS (continued)
(A/34/367 and Add.l, A/347499, A/34/357, A/34/389 and Corr.l)

AGENDA ITEl'4 85: REVIEW AND CO-ORDINATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS PROGRAMMES OF
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM AND CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER INTERNATIONAL
PROG?JllvlMES IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RIGHTS (continued) (E/1979/36)

AGENDA ITEI'-1: 87: ALTERlIJATIVE APPROACHES AND WAYS AND MEANS WITHIN TtfE UNITED
NATIONS SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING THE EFFECTIVE ENJOYMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND
FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS (continued) (A/34/398 and Corr.l, A/34/196, A/34/357,
A/34/389 and Corr.l)

1. Mr. CALERO-RODRIGUES (Brazil) said that the need for co-ordination of the
:»

var;ious human rights activities and programmes of the United Nations had been
recognized in General Assembly resolution 33/54 and Economic and Social Council
resolution 1979/36, which had, inter alia, affirmed the central role of the
Commission on Human Rights in co-ordinating hum~ rights activities and in studying
existing and alternative modes of co-ordination and co-operation in that field. .
Of particular importance, in his view, was co-ordination between the Commission on
Human R.ights and the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection
of Minorities, where some difficulties arose owing to the time-tables for meetings
of the two bodies.

2. With regard to improvement of the effective enjoyment of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, there seemed to be general agreement on the central role to
be played by the Commission on Human Rights and on the need to use existing
machinery more effectively. Various measures had been proposed and in some cases
adopted, such as increasing the membership of the Commission so as better to
reflect the membership of the United Nations and increasing the length of sessions,
while maintaini~g the possibility of holding special sessions and intersessional
meetings of the officers of the Commission and its s~bsidiary bodies as needed •

.
3. As could be seen from its report on its thirty-fifth session (E/1979/36),
the Commission was continuing its valuable work on the normative process,
including consideration of the draft convention on torture and other cruel, inhuman
or d.egradi,ng treatment or punishment; a body of principles for the protection of
all persons under any form of detention or imprisonment; a draft declaration on
the elimination of all forms of intolerance and of discrimination based on religion
or belief; the situation of migrant workers; and the question of a convention on
the rights of the child. The' Commissi<;>n had also considered: general. questions,
such as the matter of co-ordination for which he had referred and the importance
of economic, social and cultural rights, especially in the developing countries,
for the full realization o~ civil and political rights~ as recognized by th~

General Assembly in its landmark resolution 32/130. The Commission had likewise
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considered the relation between the enjoyment of human rights and the new
international economic order, which had led it to adopt resolution 5 (XXXV),
later endorsed by the Economic and Social Council. That resolution had
coincided with a decision taken by the Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities to appoint a Special Rapporteur on the
subject. The Commission had also examined specific situations in- certain regions,
notably in southern Africa and the Middle East. In doing so it had continued to
work on the basis of Economic and Social COUI).cil resolution 1503 (XLVIII), which
had established a system for consideration of communications that seemed to be
worki?g well. "

4. An important and complex matter which should be considered by the Committee
vIas how to ensure that the sector of the United Nations concerned with human r.ights
activities would have the form and the staff it needed if it was to be able to
discharge its duties efficiently. The United Nations planning and budgetary
documents prepared for the coming years showed 90me changes in the staffing of the
Division of Human Rights, although the Director of the Division had assured the
Committee that the small increase in the number of posts would be offset by
det.!'eases in general temporary assistance and consu;ttants. Furthermore, the
handlipg of communications was to be computerized in the interest of greater
efficiency. The bUdget proposals seemed to reflect a decrease in the needs of the
Division based on the deletion of non-recurrent requirements provided for in
1978-1979 and a decrease in the requirements foreseen for the biennium. The
Secretary-General, who was in the best position to make such a judgement, seemed to
feel that the Division would b~ able to discharge its functions despite its
increased workload. .

5. Various ideas had been advanced as to the form which the sector of the United
Nations concerned with human .~ightB activities should take, e. g. a body headed by
a H.igh Commissioner, a body headed by an Under-Secretary-General or Assistant
Secretary-General, or a Centre. He noted, however, that various delegations,
speaking on the subject during the thirty-third session of the General Assembly
(A/C.5/33/SR.20), had expressed the hope that excessive importance would not be
axtached to the designations of sectors of the Secretariat, lest power struggles
arise within the Secretariat. His delegation accepted the need for quantitative
changes in the human rights sector of the Secretariat but could not accept any
qualitative change in its functions. He noted, more.over, that the role 
sometimes referred to as Vi good offices fi although that term had a specific meani.ng
in international law - and functions of the Secretary-General were based on the
Charter and on the decisions of policy-making bodies of the United Nations and
were personal and not transferable. His delegation therefore opposed suggestions
aimed at establishing a new high post, such as a High Commissioner for Human
Rights, with new and as yet unclear functions in the United Nations. The idea
was of long standing but, in view of the constitutional difficulties referred to
by variou"s delegat"ions and the lack of consensus, such an official would have
great difficulties in carrying out his functions effectively. It should be noted
that the United Nations could not deal with all of the human rights problems in
the world and should set itself more modest goals. Governments should themselves
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work harder and co-operate more fully.
on the basis o:f consensus.

Evolution was required but could come only

6.· Mr •. O'DONOVAN (Ireland) expressed his delegationfs concern over the serious
and increasing strain on the r.esources o:f the Division o:f Human Rights and urged
that the necessary additions should be made to the Division's staff and other
resources, in order- that -it ~ght fulfil effectively the responsibilities entrusted
to it by the various legislative and executive organs in the human rights field"
It lfas di:fficult to imagine that the reduced res'ources to be made available to the
Division in 1980-1981 in respect of temporary assistance ~d consultancy services
would in fact suffice to enable it to meet its current needs and other needs which
II!ight arise from the decisions of legislative organS. The responsibilities o:f the
Division had-expanded greatly without any proportionate increase in the regular
resources provided :for in the bUdget, although there was general agreement, as
could be seen from General Assembly resolution 33/51, that the Division should have
the necessary staff and facilities :for the e:ffective per:formance of its functions
and for the provision of adequate assistance to the vari2us bodies established in
connexion with the several international ins~ruments which had recently entered
into force. His delegaticn rec.ognized that'" the Secretary-General was faced with
the problem o:f reconciling many different requests and decisions of the legislative
organs within certain bUdgetary const]?aints, but it :felt that the needs of the
Division of Human Rights were exceptional, bec~use of the importance o:f its work,
the place which that work had in the Charter, tlie increasing demands being made on
the Division and the alrea~ inadequate resources allocated to the Division in the
past. Furthermore, there was the question o:f the status of the human rights
pr.ogL"a!llme of the United Nations. His delegation felt that the time had come to
trans:form the Division into a Centre for Human Rights. There 1-Tere comparable
o.rganizations in the system, which h?-d comparable responsibilities and a similar, or
even smaller, staff structure and were now called Centres" The change would not
involve financial implications and there would be no increase in staff. The
Division already met twice over the criteria of nomenclature proposed by the
Secretary-General in document A/C.5/32/l7 and endorsed by the General Assembly in
resolution 32/204.

7. IiIoting that his delegation had alrea~ commented on the activities or the
Commission on Human Rights at the first regular 1979 session of the Economic and
Social Council, he expressed his appreciation of the Secretariat report in
document E/CN.4/13l7 on procedures :for investigating communi~ations concerning
violations of human rights, on the manner in which communications had been
handled in practice and on points of overlapping or duplication, notably
between the Commission on Human Rights and the Human Rights Committee. He
hoped that the Secretariat would not fail to consider in the updated report
requested :for 1980 under Commission decision 4 (xxxv) the problem of overlapping or
duplication between the procedures established by Economic and Social Council
resolutions 1235 (XLII) and 1503 (XLVIII) respectively". He hoped also that further
progress would be made in developing the investigative procedures of the Commission
on Human Rights and noted. tha~ there were inconsistencies in the Commission's
approach to human rights violations brought to its attention, for action wa~ taken
in some situations but not in others.
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8. The application of the human rights principles to which the United Nations
was dedicated - both in the Charter and in the Universal Declaration of Human
~ights - was very controversial, involving, on the one hand, situations of great
human misery and suffering and, on the other, the delicate questions of State
sovereignty and non-intervention. In that connexion, his delegation wholeheartedly
endorsed the emphasis recently placed by the Havana Conference of Non-Aligned
Countries on the United nations as a vital forum of the international community
which should be utilized to the fullest extent possible in finding solutions to
controversial issues. Among the contributions of' the non-aligned countries in the
United Nations had been the linking of' the rights of peoples and of individuals and
the stress on the right to development and the establi~hment of a just economic
order. The new order would have to be applied both among nations and within
nations, since the individual also had a right to develop and to determine his
future. Personal rights could not be ignored and the United Nations could. not
turn its back on mass violations of human rights within countries, even if they
happened to pose no immediate threat to international peace. The debate on the
proposal to establish a post of United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights,
a proposal which might soon become widely acceptable, had at least had the merit
of encouraging thought and discussion on the entire question of human rights,
especially among non-aligned countries. In his delegation's view, representatives
to the United Nations were required by their peoples and Governments to discuss the
important issues of human rights in the forum of the United Nations, to promote
to the greatest extent possible the common understanding of human rights principles
and to seek to establish ways and means of protecting human rights. In that
connexion, he observed that even such absolute principles as the principle of
non-intervention might be seen to have their limitations and might then be better
understooc1.. At its curr~nt session the General Assembly had heard a historic
statement by the leader of a sovereign State which had just emerged from a nightmare
of grave violations of human rights. i-fuat had the United Nations done to end or
even to alleviate the situation in that country? The answer might well be that it
had not done enough. However, just as in the case of southern Africa when the
racist regimes eventually fell and conditions \fere created for the full enjoyment
of human rights, it might be recognized that United Nations debates and resolutions
were not as far removed from reality as people sometimes thought.

9. Mr. RAKOTOZAFY (Madagascar) said that human rights questions had taken on
special importwlce now that the international community was endeavouring to
establish a new international economic order. Effective promotion of human rights
and fundamental freedoms called for a radical change in the present structure of
the international community. Even though numerous international instruments' had
been adopted within the context of the' United Iifations system with a view to
guaranteeing effective enjoyment of such rights and freedoms, much remained to be
done. Human rights questions could not be separated from their national, economic
and social context, a~ recognized by the 1968 Proclamation of Teheran and General
Assembly resolution 32/130. Moreover, his delegation welcomed the recommendations
in Commission on Human Rights resolution 5 (XXXV) and took particular note of'
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par.agraph 1 concerning the right to development. That resolution was important
in that it constituted a further step tOvTards establishment of a new international
economic order.

10. Unfortunately, mass violations of human rights were continuing in various parts
of the world. He had in :m:i...lld the situation of' the black population of southern
Africa, the Palestinian people, the population of South Korea and peoples still
under colonial'domination. Moreover, certain Powers that claimed to be champions
of human rights used the pretext of respect for human rights to interfere in the
internal affairs of other States a.TJ.d oppose economic systems that differed from
their own, thus endangeri~g international peace and security and constituting an
obstacle to the realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms.

;

li. Thus it was clear that machinery must be established within the context of
the United Nations system to improve protection of human rights. In that connexion,
he said it was not desirable to entrust the task of dealing 'vith human rights
questions to an institution composed of one person; it w9uld be preferable to
encourage States to accede to the various international instruments developed by
the United Nations and to implement ef.fectively measu,,:,es to protect and promote
hum&'J. rights and fundamental freedoms. 'l'he measures provided for under General
Assembly resolution 32/130 should be implemented a.s soon as possible.

~

12. Mr. FLINTEBMA..Tq" (Netherlands) said that alt1ic-ug!' the United Nations had
achieved significant results in establishing new norms in the field of human rights
and fundamental freedoms, that process of standard-setting was not yet finished.
One outstanding achievement was +,;J:t-E::- T][I:i.~"e!."sul 'DecJ~aration of Human Rights, ~Those

provisions had been defined in greater detail in a considerable number of
conventions and further declarations._ However, there were still areas in the field
of human rights that called for international standard-setting, such as the
questions of elimination of rel~gious intolerance and discrimination against
women. At the sa.me time ~ it must be recognized that international standards in
the field of human rights vTere of little avail without effective machinery for
their implementation.

13. The most important factor in guaranteeing the effective
rights was the role of national institutions, which had been
Seminar on National and Local Institutions for the Promot ion
Human Rights, held in Geneva in 1978 (ST/HR/SER.A/2).

enjoyment of human
emphasized during the
and Protection of.

14 _ Second in importance in the promotion and protection of human r.ights was the
role of regional agencies. In general, Governments might be more willing to
explain their action before members of a regional organization than before those
of a world organization. The Council of Europe and the Organization of American
States were "examples of effectively operating regional human rights systems. His
delegation was pleased to note that a recent seminar at Monrovia, which had formed
par"t of the Advisory 3ervices Progrann:ile, had concluded that it would be desirable

4

to establish an African Commission of Human Rights as soon as possible. It also
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appreciated the fact that the Organization of African Unity had taken steps to
convene a meeting of human rights experts for the purpose of adopting an African
Charter on Human Rights.

15. With regard to protection and promotion of human rights at the international
leve1 5 the previous year his delegation had suggested a number of'possible ways of
enhancing respect for human rights that the Commission on Human Rights could
consider, and it therefore greatly appreciat~d the fact that during its thirty-fifth
session the Commission had been able to conclude the over-all analysis called for
in General Assembly resolution 32/130, paragraph 2 (a), with a number of specific
ideas and suggestions. His delegation was also pleased to note that Economic and
Social Council resolution 1979/36 authorized a longer annual session for the
Commission while at the same time increasing its membership. Although his
del~gation appreciated the Economic and Social Council's decision to authorize the
extension of the annual session of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities 5 it felt that serious additional
strains vTould be placed on the Division of Human Rights if half of the meetings of
the Sub-Commission were held in New York, a possibility which the SUb-Corrmission
had discussed.

16. The decisions to which he had referred would add considerably to the workload
of the Division of Human Rights. That workload had increased in other ways over
the past three years as a result, for example, of the entry into force of the
International Coven.,nts on Human Rights and the call for a steadily increasing
number of studies. It was therefore clear that the needs of the Division of
Human Rights in staff and resources must be met in such a way as' to]?ermit the
Division effectively to cope with its increasing responsibilities. If the
Committee was not prepared to take appr~priate action the quality of its work and
that of various other bodies ,that relied on the Division ~ght suffer! Since
little had been done so far in real terms, the Committee should call for
implementation of the most urgent measures.

17. It was regrettable that the Commission on Human Rights had not expressed its
views with regard to the proposal for the establishment of a post of High
Commis sioner for Human Rights. However, even though his Government continued to
prefer the establishment of such a post, it felt that the alternative proposal
put forward by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of G,anada merited close attention.·

18. Since the existence of a large number of differing procedures for the
implementation of human rights had resulted in a complex situation, better
co-ordination of procedures was in principle desirable. HOlvever, as protection of
human r.ights was a new field of international law the question of co-ordination
of procedures should be approached ca~tiously so that potentially effective
procedures were not discarded.

19. His Governmel :~j welcomed the fact that the Commission on Human Rights was
retaining the over-all analysis on its agenda. The Netherlands was firmly
committed to the establishment of effective machinery for the implementation of the
many human rights standards adopted by various international organs.

/ ...
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20. l~fr. :riL\.T~LJAK (Yugoslavia) said that the full realization of all human rights
a~d fundamental freedoms called for fulfilment of the following three conditions:
definition of human rights and adoption of appropriate intern~ticnal instr~€nts;

existence of an appropriate organizational structure and implementation procedure'
1-Tithin the framet-Tork of the United rTations system; and existence of 'the necessary
conditions at the national and international levels. '

21.' The international community had already achieved significant progress in the
field of human Tights where the first two conditions were concerned. In that
connexion, his delegation hoped that the draft declaration on the rights of
national, ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities 'wou14 soon be adopted.
As the Minister for Foreign Affairs of his country had pointed out in his statement
before the General Assembly during its previous session, the majority within a
state could not enjoy genuine freedom if it had not·guaranteed freedom for
minorities. His delegation also hoped that steps 1vould soon be taken to draft a
comprehensive convention on the protection of the rie;hts of migrant workers.

22. Human rights could not be separated from their national, economic and social
context, and national independence was one of the essential conditions for the
enjoyment of all individual human right,s and"' freedoms. The concept of human rights
had already been developed to such a degree in the various relevant United Nations
instruments that there now appeared to~be general agreement regarding such
questions. General Assembly resolution 32/130 was of particular importance in.
that connexion.

23. Each ne"T phase of the struggle for human rights enriched the concept of
those rights. At the current level of social development, freedom of the individual
"tvas inc')mp:I.ete if the individual did not have the right freely to decide his or
her conditions of "rork. Since that right also provided protection against arbitrary
actions on the part of either State bUreaucracies or private monopolies:> it should
be incorporated into the international community's concept of human rights. His
country's social system was based on the principle of self-management, and the
working people of YugOSlavia therefore fully enjoyed the right freely to decide
their conditions of work. That system placed special stress on an active role for
the individual in creating appropriate conditions for the enjoyment of individual
freedoms.

24. The current situation regarding organizational structure and capacity 1rithin
the frame1vork of the United Nations system seemed to be satisfactory as far as
human rights "rere concerned. There was already a number of bodies that dealt
with human rights questions, and there were also special bodies to supervise the
implementation of the relevant international instruments. There was therefore
no need 'to increase the number of ·those bodies or upgrade them; attention should
be concentrated on enabling the existing bodies to function more effectively. His
delegation noted with appreciation chapter IX of the report of the Commission on
Human Rights (E/CN.4/1347) and fully supported the recommendations in Econo~ic

and Social Council resolution 19J9/36•. It would:> furthermore, like to see the
Commission continue its work on' the over-all analysis called for in General Assembly

.'
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resolution 32/130. At the same time~ measures must be taken to ensure consistent
and efficient implementation of those recommendations. He noted in that connexion
that the budgetary resources planned for the human rights secto~ for 1980-1981
had been reduced by 11.7 per cent compared with the preceding period. Moreover 5
since the establishment of only four new posts had been reCluested in order to
strengthen the personnel of the Division of Human Rights~ he wished to request
further information in that regard.

25. His country attached particular importance to the creation of appropriate
conditions for the realization of human rights at the national and international
levels~ which was also the position adopted by the non-aligned countries. In that
connexion~ the Final Declaration of the Sixth Conference of Heads of State or
Government of Non~Aligned Countries once again emphasized the need to create such
conditions. It was evident that international conditions were far from conducive
to the full realization of human riehts. That situation particularly affec+;ed
the non-aligned and other developing countries, whose difficulties were use~ as a
j)retext for intervention in their internal affairs. During the Havana Conference 5
attention had been dravrn to the ever more nUMerous violations of the principle of
non=interference, and reference had been made to the variety of forms that such
intervention took.

26. In view of the foregoing, the Committee too should deal with the question of
creating better conditions for the realization of human rights. Perhaps a first
step in that direction could be the preparation by the Secretariat of a study on
that question.

27 • Unfavourable international conditions for the full realization of human
rights and fundamental freedoms should not be used as an excuse for violations of
those rights and freedoms by anybody. Regimes that committed mass and flagrant
violations of human rights were unstable and provided opportunities for armed and
other forms of intervention, resultinG in gross violations of the principles of
national independence and territorial inteerity and in a threat to international
peace and security. The United Nations must deal with questions involving
flagrant violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms in individual
countries. Such acti on must, hOvlever, be taken in accordance with the Charter and
established United Nations practices, primarily on the basis of Economic and Social
Council resolution 1503 (XLVIII)5 as well as by ~eans of specific measures taken by
the General Assembly in individual cases of flagrant" violation of human rights.

28. jYIr. i.:i.AKSIl10V (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist RepUblic) said the
Byelorussian SSH believed that the question under consideration must be viewed in
the liGht of the whole range of measures and efforts aimed at creating more
favourable conditions for international co-operation in the sphere of .human rights
and the successful struggle against flagrant and massive violations of human
rights resulting from the pOlicies of aggression, racial discrimination, apartheid,
foreign occupation, colonialism and neo-colonialism. The effectiveness of the
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activities of the United Nations in promoting and developing universal respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms depended above all on how consistently Member
States themselves strove for a fuller realization of the goals set forth in the
United Nations Charter and on the_extent to which their, domestic and foreigrr
policies conformed to those goals. The United Nations had done much to develop
co~operation among States. in the sphere of human rights.

29. Firstly, the Organization had secured wide recognition of the right of peoples
to self-deterr~nation as the right vnlich underlay all other human rights and
freedoms. The admission to the United Nations of 69 ne1·rly· independent States since
the adoption of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and,Peoples was proof of the universal recognition of the basic right of
peoples to choose their political status and determine their economic, social and
cultural development; favourable conditions were thereby created for broadening
and deepening international co-operation in ensuring human rights on a global
basis and making better use of the possibilities of the United Nations in that
sphere. r

30. Secondly, the significant efforts 'made by many Member States to attain the
goals set forth in Article 1, paragrapp. 3, of the Charter had culminated in the
formulation and entry into force of a number of important international agreements
in the sphere of human rights. His delegation attached great importance to the
continuing proces s of formulating newnormative acts in the sphere of human rights,
and believed that the role of the United Nations in the sphere of human rights
would be considerably enhanced after the adoption of conventions on the prevention
of discrimination against women, the rights of the child, the prohibition of
torture and other subjects. At the same time:l the accession of all States to the
existing international agreements in-the sphere of human rights and the full
implementation of all their provisions would play a decisive role in attaining the
goals of the Charter in respect of the universal guarantee of human rights and
fundamental freedoms.

31. Thirdly, an extensive system of international bodies concerned with the "
promotion of' human rights in accordance with the Charter had developed within the
framework of the United l\fations. That system consisted primarily of the General
Assembly and the Economic and Social Council, whose functions in the sphere of
human rights were defined in Articles 13 and 62 of the Charter respectively; an
important role "Tas also played by their subsidiary bodies:> particularly the
Commission on Human Rights and the Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination. The system was constantly being improved.

32. Nevertheless ~ the "Torld had by no means seen the end of mass and flagrant
violations of human rights. With the support of Western reactionary monopolistic
~ircles, the racist regimes in southern Africa were continuing their criminal
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policy of apartheid; the rights and freedoms of the Palestinian people and the
Arab population of the occupied territories \v-ere being trampled; terror. and. police
tyranny reigned in Chile; and the activities of Nazi and neo~~fascist elements in
certain Hestern countries 1vere being stepped up. The struggle against all
manifestations of racism, colonialism and aggression played a decisive role in
safeguarding human rights, and the effectiveness of that struggle .depended on the
over-all political situation, which l'TaS decisively influenced by measures to
streng"then peace and security, outlavT the policy of hegemonism in int,-"~national

relations, deepen detente and attain the goals of disarmament.

33. The Byelorussian SSR, like all the countries of' the socialist -community, was
making great efforts to enhance the effectiveness of the United Nations in the
human .rights field. It had fully supported General Assembly' resolution 32/130,
1'Thich emphasized the indivisibility of human rights. The Constitution of the
Byelorussian SBR enshrined and guaranteed the rights of citizens in the political
and socio-economic fields, and the Soviet Constitution clearly demonstrated that
the concept of freedom, human rights, democracy and social justice 1\CS given real
Keening ~der the conditions of socialism.

34. It \'Tas indisputable that decisions on questions of the development .of
international co-operation in the sphere of human rights must be taken by bodies
consisting of representatives of sovereign States, since States alon~were concerned
1vith the actual guarantee and development of the rights and freedoms of their
citizens and the adoption of legislative and other-measures fell within ,their
domestic competence. His delegation was profoundly convinced that the success of
all the activities of the United Wations in the human rights fielod depended
above all on the resolve of States to develop fruitful international'co-operation
and consistently strive for a ful:ler implementaticn of multilateral agreements in
the sphere of human rights and of the basic provisions of the Charter. Thus, the
Byelorussian SSR firmly opposed the proposal to create a post of High Commissioner
for Human Rights, the new proposal to establish a post of special representative
of the Secretary-General for human rights, and other proposals of a similar nature.
Beyond the high-flol'Tn words about the protection of human rights, those proposals
\Vere all aimed at creating some kind of supranational body whose members would
not be representatives of states and which, under the ensign of the United Nations,
would be able to interfere in the internal affairs of States, in violation of the
provisions of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter. The proposals were also
designed to divert the attention of the world community from the determined struggle
against flagrant manifestations of racism, apartheid, colonialism and aggression
and 'tvould undermine co-operation between States in the sphere of human rights'~=~'The

same was true, to a lesser extent, of the idea of transforming the Division of
Human Rights or enhancing its status. .All those proposals would do nothing to
m&ce the activities of the United Nations in the sphere of human rights more
effective.
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35. His dele0ation welcomed the positive decisions and recommendations formulated
by the Commission on Human Rights at its thirty-fifth session ~ on tlle basis of the
eigqt concepts set forth in paragraph 1 of General Assembly resolut~on 32/130,
and in particular the Corumission's resolution 22 (XXXV)~ which reflected the'
proposals of many delegations 6n the broadening of international co-operation in
the sphere of human right? The decision of the Economic and Social Council to
broaden the sCOJ>e of the Commission's_jurisdiction was of great importance and
would further enhance the authority of the Commission as one of the basic means
of promoting co-operation among States in the sphere of human rights. It was too
early to judge the results of the measures devised by the Commission to improve
its working machinery and approved in Economic and Social Council
resolution 1919/36) but it was clear that the Commil?sion was on the right course
and that, despite the various a~d sometimes directly opposed positiens of its

-members;) it 't'Tas able to 110rk out mutually acceptable decisions and serve as a
centre for inter-State co..operation. It was thus evident that the COInmiss ion on
Human Rights \'Tas the body \'Thich should formulate recommendations for j.!Iember States
on organizational measures aimed at enhancing the effectlveness of the United
Nations in the further promotion and develoBment of human rights and fundamental
freedo~. His delegation hoped that tne Co~~ission would consider with due
attention all the proposals put forwar~ in the TIrird Committee and make appropriate
recommendations to the General Assembly at its thirty-fiftu session.

36.. IfJrs. 1,iORRISOlI (Lesotho) said that her Government vTas seriously concerned at
the disparity betvTeen the lofty ideals enshrined in the Universal Declaration of
HU1nan Rights and the realities of human existence. The concept of human rights
had become a political slogan and a propaganda tool for politicians throughout the
world. In some countries, emphasis was placed on the rights of the individual to
economic and social security, and in others, On the right to political security
and the right to vote. The definition attached to the notion of hVIl1an rights vTas
very nebulous~ it was not clear when 3tates could be justified in trampling human
rights in the name of :'internal peace and security'; and when violations of human
rights became a matter for international outrage rather than being considered
;:internal affairs ii. Her delegation 'tv-as deeply concerned at the frequ.ent use of a
dOUble standard in approaching the question of human rights. Even more unacceptable
'VTas the erroneous notion that human rights could be measured by the yardstick of
certain geographical regions. Lesotho called not fu~ interpretation but for
universal observance of the ideals enshrined in the Declaration of Human Rights.
It would like to see mor~ emphasis on promoting the ideals of- human rights ~ there
tfould then be less need for cumpaigns to protect human right$. It believed that
the recent proposals for establishing an African Commission of Human Rights would
help to -promote the concept f)f human rights.
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37. iIer delegation fully supported the proposal to create a post of United nations
High Commissioner for Human Rights in order to attain proper promotion of human
rights. It would be essential for States~ individually and collectively, to
co-operate with the High Commissioner:» if his work \-Tas to be effective. Her
delegation had no' doubt that, lath time, the \-lorld c011li11unity ,,,ould accept the idea
of creating the ne1'T post. It i"elcomed the spirit behind the prop6sal to create
a post of special assistant to the Secretary-General for human rights but was
unconvinced. of the practical effectiveness of. such a post, since the Secretary
General himself had certain lirnitations imposed by the mandate of his post.
lITevertheless, her delegation would sU:.i:>port that proposal if it was not possible to
aBree on the establishment of the post of High Commissioner for Human Rights.

38. With regard to the proposal to upgrade the Division of Human Rights, her
delegation felt that the Division had done reasonably well in the past and would
not automatically achieve more if it i-rere given a higher standing. It therefore
felt that the Division should be maintained in its existing capacity, although an
increase in staff would certainly enhance its wcrk.

39. Mr. BART01;r (Canada) said that the United 1ITation~ had been born out of the
common aspiration for a more humane and decent global order, yet, over the years,
there had been a tragic series of situations in which fundamental rights had been
compromised. In virtually all those cases:» the international community had not
had the means:» even where the will existed;) to translate its concern for human
rights into practical and effective measures. The Charter embodied the commitment

, to promote and encourage respect for human rights but contained no specific.
indication of the appropriat.e degree of international co-operation in a delicate
field in which there were legitimate differences on issues of social organization.
Furtherm.ore, the Charter entrenched the doctrine of State sovereignty, and
therefore its provisions on h~n rights were placed in vThat some States believed
was an ambiguous position. Centuries of' tradition in the field of international
law had concentrated attention on inter-State relations and had so far accorded
only limited recognition to the individuals for whose benefit the human rights
provisions of the Charter had originally been adopted. The difficulties in
implementing international concepts of human rights thus involved very real
and substantial differences of perception which had led to differences in finding
a measured response to problems involving social breakdoiVl1S.

40. Nevertheless, events during the past few months had indicated that the
obstacles to effective international action were not insuperable, and Eany
countries appeared to believe that the interllat;~ional community could play a. more
effective role in promoting human rights; an increasing number of States had
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acceded to international legal instruments relating to human rights:; the provisions
of article 41 OT the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights had
entered into Torce, and there was even greater irrterest in the creat~on of
effective national institutions in the human rights field. Even more significant
were recent aevelo~ments at the regional level, such as the proposals to create an
A1rican CODnnission of lluman Ri@lts and the holding of the inangural session of
the Inter-American Court of Htlliian Riehts, initiating a new phase in the already
substantial activities of the Organization of American States. The significance
of re8ional arrangements in the field of human rights could readily be appreciated
from the records of the European Court of Human Rights ~ vrhose jurisdiction spanned
a number of different legal systems in Western JiJurope. Another significant
development had been the decision of the Lusllica meeting of Commonwealth Heads of- ' ~

Goverilllent to explore the possibility of a Commonwealth human ::"ights mechanism.

41. All those initiatives invited a concomitant response on the part of the
United lifations. His Government continued to support the idea of establishing a post
of High Commissioner for Human Rights but, recognizing t11e difficulties which
some delegations had in reconciling th~ ideq with their accepted norms of national
jurisdiction~ and in the hope of ending the impasse, it was proposing the
establishment of a post of special rep;J:'esentative of the Secretary-General for
human rights and humanitarian affairs. The special representative llould be an
individual of internationally recognized stature,compet~nceand pretige,
possessing the diplomatic skills and sensitivity required to discharge the
responsibilities of the post effectively and discreetly. He or she would function
at a political level in situations where the use of the political process at a
high level would be instrumental in effecting solutions and would obviously have to
enjoy the confidence of the Secretary-General. The special representative would
be concerned primarily lath the promotion of hmnan rights and the exercise of
good-offices functions assigned by the Secretary-General and "rould be the Secretary
General1s point of liaison with Governments on. such matters; he or she would act in
a low-key and unpublicized manner with a view to reconciling local conditions with
international expectati8ns. The special representative vIould operate with a small
staff, drawing, if necessary, on the entire ranGe of services and expertise
currently offered by the Secretariat, and. would also represent the Secretary-General
at major regional and international human ·rights events. It should be made clear
that the special representative would function only through the Secretary-General
as chief administrative officer of the United Nations and in accordance with the
C'ilarter. Nevertheless, Canada believed that ~ over time, as the post functioned to
the satisfaction of Member States, a general willingness to str8ngthen its position
might vrell develop. While Canada did not preclude the need for the United lifations
to report publicly on specific areas of hllillan rights, it had taken into
consideration the reservations of some delegations in that respect.
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1.~2. His delegation supported the efforts to strengthen the Division of Huma1'J. Rights
at the working level; the Division had been short of persoDJlel and financi8~

resources for some time, and its workload had increaseQ enormously in recent years.
The Committee must consider that problem in the light of the over~all analysis which
the Commission on Human Rights had complete<l earli.er in the year.

43. The financial implications of Canada's proposal vTere comparatively mOdest, since
it consisted essentially of the creation of one office. A~though fiscal restraint
was important!) that was not Cl. reason for rejecting all ne1T activities, but simply
for keeping all programmes under review and screening out or de-emphasizing those
programmes whose relevance had declined over the years. Ii' -the United Nations was
to be a living and significant force in international life, its programmes and
interests must be in harmony vrith the times.

44. IvIr. HANG Tie-chen (China) said that his delegation fully supported General
Assembly resolution 32/130 and the concept that the right to development fell \·Tithin
the area of human right s • A number of third vTorlq. countries had reQ.uested that due
attention should be given to the mass and flagrant violation of the political and
economic rights of peoples, such as those which resulted from racial discrimination,
apartheid, foreign occupation and (lomination, as well. as from the refusal to
reco~nize the right of peoples to self-determination and the right of every nation
to exercise full sovereignty over its natural resources. Such dema~ds were fully
justified. Human rights involved not only individual rights and fundamental
freedoms but also, ancl primarily, national rights, and covered social, economic and
cultural rights as '\orell as political rights. His delegation hact noted with
satisfaction that a number of States \·rhich had earlier failecl to express their
agreement with resolution 32/130, hau accepted those new concepts ~f human rights
during the current session.

45. A legal framework for the protection 'of human rights was also neces.sary, and the
legislation of many countries incorporated individual rights in the form of the
rights of citizens. Such rights varied from State to State in accordffi1ce with
social systems and actual conditions. Such matters fell within the internal
resp~~sibility of each State and brooked no interference by outsiders. His
delegation therefore supported the view that the United Nations should focus its
attention on the search for solutions to the problem presented by the mass and
flagrant violations of human rights which were inseparable from the policies of
colonialism, racism, racial discrimination!) apartheid,. expansionism, aggression and
hegemonism followed by certain countries. ~llien a country pursued ahegemonist policy
of oppressing the peoples of other countries, it must clearly oppress its OyID people
at the same time, for the people opposed .l;iUch actions of aggression and expansion.
The mass and flagrant viOlation of human rights frequently produced a problem of
large numbers of refugees and consequent international tensions. ~lliile the question
of affording relief to the many thousands of refugees was a humanitarian matter the
root cause of the problem stemmed from mass violations of human rights. 'Horld
public opinion had already been outraged by the thousands of deaths of refugees at
sea.
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46. His Government had not yet acceded to the various international instruments on
human,. rights but it 1'TaS studying them carefully. In the meantime his Government
continued to support the just and rational ideas set forth in those instruments.

47. G'nina was a socialist country and since the founding of the neW' China, the
broad masses of the Chinese people had enjoyed unprecedented democratic rights;
democracy and the rule of la-t'T had suffered much under the "Gang of Four", 1-;hose

•rule had now been brought to an end; measures had been adopted to ensure that
socialist democracy vTOuld prevail. Speaking at the second session of the Fifth
National People 1 s Congress, Premier Hua Guo-feng had stressed that it was an
unshakeable socialist political principle that the entire people should_ wield the
supreme power of running the country on the basis of the rights of ownership and
dis~osal whi~h they exercised in various forms over the means of production and- ~

that deviation from that basic principle represented sabotage of the socialist State.
A prerequisite for democracy vIas the rule of la1'T. The legal system of his country
had recently been. strengthened by the adoption of a revised Constitution and seven
accompanying la't-Ts. The ne't'T Constitution included provisions for the fundamental rights
of the people in -Ghe political, economic and cultural spheres and stipulated that
all citizens had such rights as the right tb vote and to stand for election, to
work, to education and to freedom of the person, of' speech, religious belief',
correspondence, the press, assembly, association, procession and demonstration and
the freedom to strilre. Women enjoyed equal rights 't-Tith men and all nationalities
were eaual. Torture and unlawful incarceration were prohibited.

~ -

48. His delegation considered that the question of increasing the staff and
institutional framework for human rights ,vork in the United l'Tations system required
further study.

49. Ms. RICHTER (Argentina) said th6.:' universal respect for human rights vTas
enshrined in Article 55 of' the Charter as a condition for the stability and well
being which were necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations. Any
attempt by means of intimidation -or pressure to interfere with the freedom of any
State to determine its political system or to pursue its economic, social and
cultural development represented a violation of the Charter. In the same spirit,
the non-aligned countries, at their sixth summit conference in Havana, had denounced
the use by the great Powers of human rights as a political instrument for
interfering in the internal affairs of' sovereign States. In paragr.aph 1 of its
resolution 32/130 ~ the General Assembly had stipulated the eight concepts which
should guide the approach to future ..'t·I:ork within the United Nations system vIith
respect to human rights questions. The Commission on Human Rights had followed
those iuidelines and had stressed the right tc development as a human right;
its resolution 5 (XXXV) had been endorsed by the Economic and Social. Council and
her delegation hoped that it would be reaffirmed by the General Assembly. The
international community should give its full support to the future vTOrk of the
Commission on Human Rights in implementing the terms of resolution 32/130 and, in
particular, its paragraph I (e). The ac1ministrative and budgetary resources for

~

the corresponding United Nations activities should be redistributed to reflect the
thrust of that resolution. In that connexion, she reniinded the Committee that the
human rights component of the medium-term plan for the period 1980-1983 had not
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been approved by the General Assembly, vThich, in its resolutioj1 33/118, had limited
itself to taking note of the plan and to re~uesting the Secretary-General to use it
as the framework for the preparation of the programme budget for the biennium
1980-1981, in the light of the commerrcs of the Cor~1ittee for ProgFaLmme end
Co-ordination on inclividual plan. sections. CPC had, hO"~'Tever, recornmendecl that
activities \'Thich had not received the legislative sanction of intergovernmental
organs should be eliminated from the proposed programme bud~et for 1900-1981.
He considered it necessary to direct the Committee's attention to that point in
connexion with its discussion on different methods of complyine vTith th3 General
Assembly's mandate to promote the effective enjoym.ent of human rights and
fundamental freedoms. It vTas in the same spirit that th~· General Assembly had
adopted resolution 32/197 regarding the restructuring of the economic and social
sectors of the United Hations system. The extent of the restructuring had, houever,
been limited, as Governments had hesitated to introduce ~L~necessary innovations for
fear of unforeseeable consequences. Since 1977, restructuring had been used to
justify the lack of appropriations for certain restructured departments of the
Secretariat. General Assembly resolution 32/197 had reminded the ~conomic and
Social Council of its responsibilities to keep under review and evaluate the
implementation of global strategies, pOlicies and priorities established by the
General Assembly. The COUllCil had not yet fulfilled that responsibility and the
omission should be remedied as quickly as possible.

50. Mr. JAIN (India) said that he had noticed a definite increase in' interest in
questions of human rights on the part of Member States and \·rithin the United Nations
system. The recent decision of the Economic and Soc.ial Council. to expand the
membership of the Commission on Human Rights 11as clear evidence of. the trend. The
recent conference of Heads of State or GoverpJment of Non-P~igned Countries had
called upon the United Nations in paragraph 262 of its political declaration
(A/34/542) to continue working tm'Tards ensuring human rights in a comprehensive
manner and had reaffirmed the \·rillingness of those countries to nork actively for
the implementation of General Assembly resolution 32/130. The Committee should
build upon such growing support from the international community in its search for
solutions to major huma..ll rights problems. The United Nations must, hOvTever, be
careful to preserve the proper balance betlreen the sovereign rights of States, the
common law of civilized nations and the inalienable rights of human beings in such
a vTay as to favour the fuller enj oyment of all human rights by mankind.

51. At the most recent session of the Commission on Human Rights, his delegation
had not favoured the creation of additional bOdies, on the grounds that they would
complicate rather than simplify the work of the Organization. It would be
preferable for existing arrangements and procedures to continue but to be fully
utilized. The proposals to create a post of High Commissioner for Human Rights or
new offices such as that of an Under-Secretary-General for Human Rights vTere not
acceptable, for the Director of the Division of Human RiGhts already enjoyed .
sufficient powers to discharge his mandate fully. The.ppointment of fielo_ officers
for human rights would depend on the countries concerned but it would be in order
for the officers of the Commission on HumallRights to be entrusted with certain
functions between sessions of the Commission. His delegation would support any
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action which would serve to strengthen the role o~ the Commission on Human Rights
and to improve the ~unctiol1ing o~ existing organs and procedures. In that
connexion, he uelcomed the recent decision o~ the Council to authori.ze the
Commission on Human Rights to assist the Economic and Social COID1Cil in the .
co-ordination o~ hum~~ rights activities in the United Nations systeme Ways and
means o~ enhancing the ro:l;.e o~ non-sovernmental organizations should also be studieo.•
Eve~J e~~ort shpuld, however, be made to avoid overlapping activities in the ~ield

o~ human right s •.

52. His delegation 1velcomed the importance attached by the Director o~ the
Division o~ Human Rights to public in~ormation activities. Research, in~ormation

and education in the ~ield o~ human rights were o~ prima~J importance. Instruments
concerning human riGhts were directed not only at Governments but also at the
individuals and peoples whose ribhts required protection. Governments and
non-governmental organizations there~ore had a vital role in providing the necessary
information and education. In that connexion, the advisory services o~ the Division
o~ Human Rights could play a use~ul role through seminars; training courses,
~ublications and nublic in~ormation activities carried out in co-ordination 1nth- - ~

other units o~ the Secretariat, vath tne specialized agencies and with
non-governmental organizations. His delegation 'VTould \·reJ.come the appropriation o~

"additional budgetary resources ~or that activity. He had been surprised to note the
comment o~ the Director o~ the Division that, s±~ce the ~roposal ~or three
Professional posts and one General Service post had been counter-balanced by a
decrease in general temporary assistance and consultancy funds, the Division would
continue to ~ace great difficulties in discharging its responsibilities. That had
not been the intention of his delegation in the Commission on Human Rights when it
had strongly supported the appropriation of additional budgetary resources ~or the
Division o~ Human Rights. It would t'here~ore support an additional allocation from
the proposed programme bUdget ~or the 1980-1981 biennium. The matter was o~

particular importance because a programme had recently been adopted ~or the remaining
four years o~ the Decade for Action to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination under
\·rhich a number of important activities 1·rere to be initiated by the Division o~

Human Rights.

53. The increasing number o~ States which were becoming parties to existing
international instruments ,.,ras evidence of their desi:re to bind themselves legally
to adhere to established standards in the ~ield of human rights. His delegation
considered it vital that all Member States should become part·ies to those instruments
in the near ~uture and in that connexion had noted with interest the decision taken
recently by the Sub-Commission on Prevention o~ Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities to establish a sessional working group each year which would consider
ways and means of encouraging Governments which had not yet done so to ratify or
adhere to international human rights instruments. Regional arrangements ~or human
rights should not be imposed on regions without their consent. The initiative
should come from the States themselves and such arrangements 'VTOuld have to be based
on a certain homogeneity within the region. With regard to his delegation's ovm
region, it vTould pre~er to WHit until national institutions for the promotion and
protection of human rights had had time to establish tliemselves within the c~untries
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of the rer;ion. Such national institutions could help to make public oplnlon a~Tare

of its rights and would serve to buttress constitutional safeguards such as an
independent judiciary and the national constitution, vThich lTere not always
sufficient in themselves to protect citizens from violations of human rights. As
the President of India, Dr. Sanj i va Reddy, had stated recently, freedom could not
be preserved unless all were continuously aware of the responsibility each had to
protect it; it was not possible for any people any\~here to expect that the machinery
of the State was sufficient; too often that machinery had been used to curb and
even stamp out the rights of the people and of individuals.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.




